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To me, this year was the real challenge. 

After the strangely successful year that was 2020, I wondered how we could 
possibly top ourselves. How could we still engage with our volunteer base - 
the people who are the lifeblood of the organization - as we enter a second 
year of remote operations? How can we still keep things fresh and interesting 
to our listeners and supporters? And more importantly, after overcoming so 
many challenges and hurdles, what do you do if you’ve already won?

I learned that at CJLO 1690AM, we keep pushing for more. 

In order to commemorate 2020 and our successes, we enlisted the help of 
former CRFC Audio Production Assistant Zoe Bailly-Stetson to create a radio 
documentary in time for World Radio Day (February 13) called Sourdough 
Radio. This special one-off project would actually prove to be the catalyst we 
needed to produce more specialty programming incorporating documentary 
storytelling techniques. Our Head Music Director Calvin Cashen has taken a 
tremendous amount of initiative to create specialty episodes about Beverly 
Glenn-Copeland, My Bloody Valentine, and more. Thank you, Calvin. 

We finally closed the chapter on the CSU online opt-out file, which I’m sure 
comes as a huge relief to many if not all of you! Going forward, students who 
wish to receive a reimbursement of their fee-levy funds may do so through 
an automated system handled by our friends at the Refugee Centre. Again, 
we are pleased with the strong relationship we have enjoyed with the CSU 
Executive, particularly as Malcolm Asselin has sat on our board of directors 
as secretary. We hope to continue this strong relationship when the new 
executive takes over. In the meantime, we’d like to thank Malcolm, Eduardo 
Malorni, and the rest of the CSU Exec team for their support and appreciation 
of CJLO 1690AM.

We have also seen a renewed relationship with the GSA, the Concordia 
Graduate Student Association. After we witnessed the success of our fee-
levy increase question posed to undergraduate students in a referendum, we 
decided to bite the bullet and ask Concordia graduate students to vote in 
favour of creating a new fee levy for CJLO 1690AM. We were successful and 
now we receive $1.00 per semester from students pursuing graduate studies. 
A big thank you goes out to former CJLO 1690AM volunteer Erika Morris 
who was a big part of ensuring this victory. 

We were pleased to see that listeners celebrated our efforts in programming 
by voting CJLO 1690AM as Montreal’s third best radio station, right behind 
CHOM 97.7FM and our friends at CKUT 90.3FM, in the annual CultMTL’s Best 
of MTL poll. We couldn’t be more proud of Prince Rara (Raoul Castel) whose 
show, NoethaKulcha, was voted number one as Montreal’s Best Radio Show. 
Raoul was also voted the second best radio host in the city, right behind 
broadcasting legend Terry DiMonte. Ashes to Ashes, hosted by Alex Viger-
Collins, came in at number four for best radio show. Great work! 

Speaking of great work, we reached new heights during our annual Funding 
Drive this year! Held from October 22, 2022 to October 31, 2022, we were 
able to raise $8,490, surpassing our goal of $5000 once again! We’re getting 
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closer and closer to the $10,000 figure, and I know in a few years, we’ll be able to reach it no problem! 
In 2021, we were able to offer exciting merch items, including a sweatshirt with the face of our unofficial 
mascot, as well as employ effective pre-campaigning that saw CJLO raising $1000 well before the 
Funding Drive technically started. What’s more, we managed to secure more sponsors and monetary 
payments from companies looking to work with CJLO during this crucial period. Each and every one 
of you worked harder than ever to bring in donations and offer personalized incentives once again. 
I’d like to thank Aviva Majerczyk who was our Funding Drive Coordinator this year. Thank you Aviva 
for your hard work. And be on the lookout for communications about Funding Drive 2022 - we’re 
already well underway in the planning! 

Of course, in 2021, we saw the departure of such important people who have dedicated multiple 
years to CJLO 1690AM. First, a big thank you goes out to Amrew Weekes, who decided to hang 
her hat as Hip Hop MD to focus on other projects. I’m pleased to announce that Megan Dams, host 
of the Purple Hour, is now our Hip Hop Music Director. Welcome Megan! I have to extend a sincere 
amount of gratitude to Allison O’Reilly, who in many ways was the name and face of CJLO 1690AM. 
Allison worked tirelessly to support programmers starting their radio journeys and was instrumental 
in establishing key relationships and networks due to her knowledge of the Montreal music scene. I 
know many of you are where you are because of Allison’s assistance and guidance. Our new Program 
Director Christopher Aitkens, who many of you know as Chris the Frog, host of Sewer Spewer, 
has been a big help to me and is ready to take on new projects in the programming department. 
Welcome Chris! 

While I had an interesting detour away from campus-community radio in 2021, I’m happy to say 
that I’m more energized than ever to make CJLO 1690AM the prime destination for Montreal radio 
listeners looking to hear some Good Radio. I thank the Concordia Student Broadcasting Corporation 
for their continued support and of course all of you who make the station the slick and well-oiled 
machine it is today! 



Just as 2020 proved to be a profoundly challenging, but ultimately rewarding 
year for the Concordia Student Broadcasting Corporation, 2021 furthered 
that momentum. While the daily activities of CJLO 1690AM continued to 
be modified by the ongoing pandemic, we nonetheless remained steadfast 
in bringing our best programming to the airwaves, and strengthening our 
engagement with the Concordia community and beyond.

Station Manager Francella Fiallos’ renewed commitment to the station is 
largely responsible for the gains that CJLO has made in the past year. Francella 
envisions CJLO as not only one of the most important radio stations in the 
city, but also as a critical cultural hub for Montreal within Canada. Her focus 
on expanding CJLO’s value within the Concordia University community, while 
also nurturing timely, engaging programming endeavors is a testament to her 
ambitions for the station. The board stands behind that vision fully, and has 
been excited to support her in making it a reality.

The pandemic continues to have profoundly difficult financial effects on many 
individuals and entities. We are grateful to have been spared this difficulty 
through 2021. We are deeply thankful for the continued support from the 
Community Radio Fund of Canada, and our communities close to home. Our 
listeners eagerly supported our 2021 Funding Drive, and we were equally 
encouraged by the choice of graduate students to support CJLO with a fee 
levy. This will allow CJLO’s financial reserve to grow in lockstep with our future 
goals, and ensure a sustainable financial future for the station.  

The CSBC continues to make investments in CJLO’s infrastructure, with the 
goal of maintaining and improving our facilities and broadcasting capability. 
As we wrap some of the outstanding issues that faced the station through 
2020 and 2021, we can turn our attention back to growing our reach and 
influence. Our stability, financial and otherwise, is such that we can start to 
search for opportunities that will cement and expand our status as a critical 
tastemaker within Montreal and beyond, and our directors are already working 
on these new avenues.

I would like to thank the board of directors for their persistence and focus, and  
vigilant eye on CJLO’s continued success. My thanks also to Eduardo Malorni 
and his team at the Concordia Student Union, for their work in solidifying our 
strong ongoing relationship. We look forward to working with the incoming 
CSU on many future projects. 

I would also like to also thank former Program Director Allison O’Reilly, and 
her incredible contributions to the station. Allison also helped us weather 
the transition through the initial waves of the pandemic, and we are deeply 
grateful for everything she brought to CJLO.

Of course, my deepest thanks go to you, the membership. Your passion and 
commitment to the station make us a force to be reckoned with, and allow  
CJLO  1690AM to continue to produce interesting, unexpected, and impactful 
programming that reflects the best of our city. I am extremely proud of how 
far we’ve come together, and how brightly CJLO’s future continues to shine, 
thanks to each and every one of your contributions.
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The Concordia Student Broadcasting Corporation finished the 2020-2021 
financial year with a surplus mainly because of the decrease in the activities 
of CJLO with the pandemic. The financial reserve is in line with our long-term 
financial policy. Our ratio of reserve/year of operating budget increased 
despite the fee levy increase. The reserve ratio grew from 1.25 to 1.28 years 
of our operating budget. We can expect a small decrease in the ratio in the 
next year when the full effect of the new fee levy for undergraduates and the 
graduate fee levy will be reflected in our financial statements.

2021 was the aftermath of the 2019-2020 CSU attempt to unilaterally impose
online opt outs on all student groups. The CSBC played a key role in preventing
this situation and worked proactively with the new CSU administration 
(2020-2021 and 2021-2022) when they agreed to reverse course. The CSBC 
signed a legally binding agreement that will guarantee we will not relive the 
situation of 2020.

We were also successful in having graduate students back supporting CJLO 
with a renewed fee levy.

I would like to thank the volunteers, employees and management whose 
work and dedication make CJLO an exciting happening in the Concordia 
community. For a second pandemic year and a campus being remote for a 
good part of the year, CJLO 1690AM maintained its presence and many of 
its activities.
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